AirLoc Application News…

AirLoc Bolt-on Wedgmounds with High Damping Pads Smooth Out an Amada Turret Press!

Spacesaver Corp, headquartered in Fort Atkinson, WI, is a market leader in providing high density storage systems that optimize customers time, space, and security. They recently installed an Amada Coma 567 Turret Press to fabricate metal sheets used in one of their product lines, and realized that their “old stand-by” isolation leveling pads were not doing the job. When the turret positioned heavy gage sheets, they would create vibration in the frame of the machine, and the entire turret would rock back and forth. After evaluation of competitive alternatives, John Gray, Spacesaver Tech Service Mgr. reports “the AirLoc 410.1-VRC/716 Bolt-on Wedgmount with damping pads (see pictures below) were selected and have performed flawlessly. The machine vibration has been significantly reduced, almost to the point where there is no visible movement in the turret."

AirLoc manufactures a complete line of adjustable leveling feet, including the Wedgmount series, with precise leveling, and options for utilizing isolation, damping, or leveling pads. Mounting systems can accommodate Freestanding, Bolt-on, and Bolt-through machine attachments.

For more information regarding AirLoc Leveling Mounts, or Pads, contact our headquarters in Franklin, MA or your local AirLoc Representative.